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13 Abstract Recent studies of visual statistical learning (VSL)
14 have indicated that the visual system can automatically extract
15 the temporal and spatial relationships between objects. We
16 report several attempts to replicate and extend earlier work
17 (Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 134, 552–564,
18 2005) in which observers performed a cover task on one of
19 two interleaved stimulus sets, resulting in the learning of
20 temporal relationships that occurred in the attended stream,
21 but not those present in the unattended stream. Across four
22 experiments, we exposed observers to similar or identical
23 familiarization protocols, directing attention to one of two
24 interleaved stimulus sets; afterward, we assessed the VSL
25 efficacy for both sets using either implicit response time
26 measures or explicit familiarity judgments. In line with prior
27 work, we observed learning for the attended stimulus set.
28 However, unlike in previous reports, we also observed learn-
29 ing for the unattended stimulus set. When instructed to selec-
30 tively attend to only one of the stimulus sets and ignore the
31 other set, observers could extract temporal regularities for
32 both sets. Our efforts to experimentally decrease this effect
33 by changing the cover task (Exp.1) or the complexity of the
34 statistical regularities (Exp.3) were unsuccessful. A fourth
35 experiment using a different assessment of learning likewise
36 failed to show an attentional effect. Simulations drawing
37 random samples from our first three experiments (n= 64)
38 confirmed that the distribution of attentional effects in our
39 sample closely approximated the null. We offer several poten-
40 tial explanations for our failure to replicate earlier findings and

41discuss how our results suggest limiting conditions on the
42relevance of attention to VSL.

43 Q1Keywords Learning . Selective attention . Automaticity

44Our sensory environment is composed of both random and
45regular variation. Humans are often capable of extracting the
46regular variation, unconsciously and unintentionally, from the
47random variability in which it is embedded, and of using that
48extracted knowledge to guide future actions. Such learning
49phenomena can be implicit and incidental: Observers can
50learn, not only without trying, but also without becoming
51aware that they have learned anything at all.
52The domain-general mechanisms of implicit learning have
53been studied extensively, beginning with studies of artificial-
54grammar learning in the late 1960s (Reber, 1967), and con-
55tinuing with research in subfields diverse as motor learning
56and language acquisition. One variant of implicit learning is
57known as statistical learning (see Perruchet & Pacton, 2006,
58for a discussion of the relationship between these lines of
59research). This term refers to the extraction of regularities
60from continuous environments where the only cues for seg-
61mentation are the statistics of how frequently specific stimuli
62co-occur (Turk-Browne et al. 2010). This phenomenon was
63first reported using auditory stimuli and has greatly elucidated
64the mechanisms through which young children learn to seg-
65ment words from an uninterrupted stream of spoken syllables
66(Saffran et al. 1996). However, statistical learning is not
67limited to the linguistic domain; it is also observed for non-
68linguistic auditory stimuli like music tones (Saffran et al.
691999; Creel et al. 2004), and for visual regularities consisting
70of repeated spatial and temporal configurations of shapes,
71locations, motions, and actions. The focus of our studies is
72on the latter form of statistical learning, called visual statistical
73learning (VSL).
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74 Several studies have found evidence of this learning phe-
75 nomenon in adults as well as infants (e.g., Bulf et al. 2011;
76 Kirkham et al. 2002). VSL appears to be largely automatic,
77 occurring unintentionally even for temporal sequences of
78 nonsense items that appear to be randomly ordered (Fiser &
79 Aslin, 2002a). In addition to interitem transitional probabili-
80 ties, VSL can operate over spatial regularities (Baker et al.
81 2004; Chun & Jiang, 1998; Fiser & Aslin, 2001, 2002b; Jiang
82 & Chun, 2001; Zhao et al. 2011), over bound shape–color
83 object pairs (Turk-Browne et al. 2008), at various spatial
84 scales (Fiser & Aslin, 2005); during an orthogonal task
85 (Turk-Browne et al. 2005), and despite interleaved noise
86 (Jungé et al. 2005).
87 Although implicit learning is often characterized as “inci-
88 dental” or “automatic,” it is often—but not always—modulat-
89 ed by attention. In artificial-grammar learning tasks, attention
90 to structure at one level (e.g., local vs. global levels in Navon
91 figures) supports learning only at that level (Tanaka et al.
92 2008), suggesting that attention is necessary for learning.
93 Pacton and Perruchet (2008) demonstrated a similar effect
94 for adjacent versus nonadjacent structures in sequences of
95 numbers. Many studies have documented the robustness of
96 the serial response time (RT) task amidst attentionally de-
97 manding secondary tasks (e.g., Cohen et al. 1990; Hsiao &
98 Reber, 2001; Jiménez & Méndez, 1999), but other studies
99 have reported contradictory results (for a review, see Shanks
100 et al. 2005). However, Jiménez and Méndez highlighted a
101 useful distinction between divided and selective attention. In
102 their studies, subjects were exposed to a sequence of shapes,
103 each of which was more likely than not to appear in a certain
104 location on the screen. Learning of the shape–location contin-
105 gencies was unaffected when subjects’ attention was divided
106 by counting some of the shapes, but it was eliminated when
107 subjects were directed not to attend to the shapes, suggesting
108 that selective attention to the informative dimensions of the
109 stimulus is necessary for learning. Curran and Keele (1993)
110 suggested a specific role for attention in learning an event’s
111 position within a sequence, operating alongside a
112 nonattentional learningmechanism that only registers associa-
113 tive information. Thus, attentional effects on statistical learn-
114 ing are well attested but highly sensitive to the particulars of
115 the task and the attentional manipulation.
116 In the statistical learning paradigms that inspired
117 those employed in the present series of experiments,
118 incidental (and thus perhaps inattentional) learning has
119 been demonstrated in the auditory domain when sub-
120 jects are presented with a distracting cover task, al-
121 though learning without the cover task is much faster
122 (Saffran et al. 1997). Toro et al. (2005)) and Turk-
123 Browne et al. (2005) also documented effects of atten-
124 tion in various statistical learning paradigms; however,
125 Campbell et al. (2012)) replicated those effects in
126 younger but not older adults, suggesting that selective

127attention is not always capable of extinguishing the
128learning of unattended stimuli.
129The assessment of implicit learning might influence wheth-
130er or not attentional effects are observed. The majority of the
131work summarized above relied upon explicit judgments of
132familiarity to index learning. In contrast, Turk-Browne et al.
133(2005), in their Experiment 3, and Campbell et al. (Campbell
134et al. 2012) used an implicit measure for learning, which has
135the potential to be more sensitive than overt familiarity judg-
136ments. We will summarize the implicit measure and the cor-
137responding paradigm at some length, since their details will be
138relevant to our interpretation of the results. In the learning
139phase, subjects were exposed to two shape rapid serial visual
140presentation (RSVP) Q2sequences, one from a set of green and
141one from a set of red shapes. Unbeknownst to the subjects,
142shapes of a given color were organized into regular triplets,
143such that the first shape in a triplet was always followed by the
144second, and the second always followed by the third. The red
145triplets were then organized into a red stream, which contained
146many repetitions of each red triplet; the same was done with
147the green triplets. In each stream, the first or third shape of a
148triplet was occasionally repeated. The streams were then ran-
149domly interleaved to form a final stream, and subjects were
150exposed to the final stream one shape at a time. To manipulate
151attention, subjects performed a modified one-back task: They
152were instructed to detect shape repetitions in either the red or
153the green shapes, but not in the other color (see Fig. 1a). Thus,
154subjects were required to maintain the identity of the most
155recently presented “attended” shape over a variable number of
156presentations of “unattended” shapes.
157In most studies of statistical learning, subjects’ learning has
158been assessed by familiarity judgments on stimulus sequences
159with strong versus weak interitem transitional probabilities. In
160the visual paradigm used by Turk-Browne et al. (2005), learn-
161ing was predominantly evaluated by these explicit familiarity
162judgments. After the familiarization phase, observers per-
163formed a surprise two-interval forced choice familiarity task,
164which pitted true triplets against foil sequences (see Fig. 1b).
165Although all shapes were presented in black to avoid contin-
166ued effects of attentional set, observers were expected to
167exhibit relatively higher accuracy for shapes derived from
168the originally attended color stream. However, in their Exper-
169iment 3, learning was assessed as subjects responded as
170quickly as possible to the appearance of a target shape in a
171speeded, sequential stream of other shapes. The signature of
172learning was a progressive drop in RTs for target shapes that
173regularly appeared in the second and third triplet positions.
174The researchers reasoned that shapes in the first position were
175not predicted by the preceding shape, whereas those in the
176second and third positions were (and those in the third position
177were predicted by the preceding two); thus, shapes in subse-
178quent serial positions should elicit faster RTs if subjects had
179actually learned the structure of the stimuli. In healthy college
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180 students, Turk-Browne et al. (Turk-Browne et al. 2005) and
181 Campbell et al. (2012) found an attentional effect on this
182 signature of learning; a progressive decrease in RTs was found
183 for stimuli in the attended but not in the unattended stream.
184 This implicit signature of learning has the potential to be
185 more sensitive than explicit forced choice familiarity judg-
186 ments, which might suggest that its reported absence for
187 shapes in the unattended stream constitutes very strong evi-
188 dence against learning without attention. However, during the
189 familiarization phase, there is a critical confound in the one-
190 back cover task: It necessitates a comparison of each stimulus
191 in the attended stream to each preceding one, whereas there is
192 no parallel demand for relational processing in the unattended
193 stream. This explicit relational processing might naturally
194 invite learning about the temporal relationships between adja-
195 cent stimuli. Relational processing of the attended stimuli,
196 rather than attention itself, thus might account for the reported
197 statistical learning advantage for shape regularities from the

198attended stimulus set. Note that, in principle, observers could
199selectively attend to the stimuli in the attended stream without
200explicitly comparing adjacent elements. Such a manipulation
201would more purely assess the effect of attention on VSL.
202The present article begins with just such a manipulation: In
203Experiment 1, we used the 24 shapes used by Turk-Browne
204et al. (2005), but added a 25th, which was presented in both
205streams in lieu of repeated shapes. Subjects were instructed to
206detect the appearance of the 25th shape in the attended stream,
207rather than repetitions. We reasoned that this procedure would
208manipulate attention—and perhaps even increase the need for
209selection, since lure shapes would also appear in the unattend-
210ed stream—while removing the need for relational processing,
211providing a fairer test of the role of attention in VSL.
212To foreshadow, observers exposed to this familiarization
213protocol showed learning in both the attended and unattended
214streams. Because we were surprised by these results, we
215attempted a direct replication of the original findings reported
216in Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 3, using their
217original cover task (Exp. 2). Again, VSL effects persisted for
218both the attended and unattended stimulus sets. We then
219attempted to reveal learning differences between the stimulus
220sets by weakening the statistical structures of both streams
221(Exp. 3), and tested whether the effects depended on the test
222used to assess learning (Exp. 4). Simple simulations supported
223our overall results. Across several variations of the experiment
224and 88 total subjects, we found that, when attention to tem-
225porally segmented visual regularities was manipulated by
226stimulus color, subjects learned just as well from the unattend-
227ed as from the attended stream. Thus, the learning of temporal
228structure may be more robust and less subject to attentional
229constraints than has previously been thought.
230We do not wish to claim that selective attention is irrelevant
231to VSL; that would require more support than a handful of
232experiments using variations on a single paradigm. However,
233our results suggest that simply directing subjects to attend to a
234subset of centrally presented stimuli may not reliably manip-
235ulate attention strongly enough to suppress VSL. We will
236begin by detailing our first revision of the Turk-Browne
237et al. (2005) task, and then proceed to explain each sequential
238replication and modification to this experimental design.

239General method and procedure

240Each study reported below had two distinct phases, which we
241will refer to as a familiarization phase and a test phase. In the
242familiarization phase, we exposed subjects to the statistical
243structure of the sequence while they performed a cover task;
244the attentional manipulation was introduced during this phase.
245In the test phase, we assessed subjects’ learning of those
246sequences; in Experiments 1–3 we assessed learning implic-
247itly, while subjects performed a target detection task.

Fig. 1 a Example of the familiarization phase in Turk-Browne et al.’s
(2005) Experiment 3, depicting shape triplets (in boxes) and the inter-
leaved stimulus presentation (in arrow). Each shape is presented in
isolation with a 1,000-ms stimulus onset asynchrony and 200-ms inter-
trial interval. Both color streams are composed of four unique triplets and
sporadic repetitions of the triplets’ third shapes. To manipulate selective
attention, observers only respond to shape repetitions in one of the two
stimulus sets; circled is a shape presentation that should elicit a keypress
response. b Example of the two-interval forced choice familiarity judg-
ment in Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 1B. Each shape appears
in isolation, in two groups of three shapes each. The stimulus presentation
duration matches that in the familiarization phase. Presentations of the
two sequences are separated by a 1,000-ms pause. Observers select the
more familiar sequence, on the basis of the presentation that they ob-
served during the familiarization phase. The true triplet (left) matches a
sequential ordering from the red shapes in the learning phase, whereas the
foil triplet (right) is composed of three shapes that were also originally red
but never occurred in this ordering during familiarization
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248 Importantly, in neither phase were subjects required to attend
249 to the sequences of stimuli that were of interest to us. Thus,
250 both learning and testing were implicit. (In Exp.4, we
251 switched to a more explicit test of learning.)
252 The critical manipulation occurred during the familiariza-
253 tion phase: In order to test for the effects of attention on
254 learning, we directed subjects’ attention to some stimuli (but
255 not others) by cueing them to perform the cover task on one of
256 two colored stimulus sets. The design (both familiarization
257 and test) closely replicated that of Turk-Browne et al. (2005),
258 Experiment 3. The methods described below apply to all
259 experimental manipulations unless otherwise specified.

260 Apparatus and stimuli

261 The stimulus streams comprised 24 novel shapes, as described
262 in Turk-Browne et al. (2005). Each shape could appear in
263 green or red (counterbalanced across subjects, during the
264 familiarization phase) or in black (during the test phase). Each
265 shape appeared in the center of the screen, subtending approx-
266 imately 3.3 deg of visual angle. All displays were presented on
267 a 17-in. Dell monitor, and observers sat approximately 60 cm
268 from the display. The displays were presented using PsychoPy
269 software (Peirce, 2007).

270 Familiarization sequences

271 Of the 24 novel shapes, 12 were randomly assigned to the
272 green set, and the other 12 were assigned to the red set. Within
273 each color set, the 12 shapes were further divided into four
274 groups with three shapes per group, hereafter referred to as
275 “triplets.” Each triplet was repeated 24 times. The triplets were
276 then intermixed to randomize the between-triplet sequence
277 order, but their within-triplet order was always maintained.
278 However, there were two constraints to the triplet sequences:
279 Triplets could not be presented twice in a row, and two triplets
280 could not alternate in an ABAB pattern. Additional shapes
281 were then added to these sequences to allow for a cover task,
282 and the subsequent sequence manipulation will be described
283 separately for each experiment. Each color set ultimately
284 consisted of 312 shapes. Across subjects, we counterbalanced
285 the presentation of either these stimulus sequences or their
286 reverses, as well as the color of the attended stream (red or
287 green).

288 Interleaving sequences for familiarization

289 After the red and green triplet sequences were assembled
290 independently from one another, they were randomly inter-
291 leaved into a single, long shape stream at the time of stimulus
292 presentation. Thus, the shape presented at any given time was
293 equally likely to be the next shape from the red or the green
294 sequence. The only other constraint in the interleaving was

295that a given color could be presented a maximum of six times
296in a row. The resulting interleaved sequence was 624 shapes in
297length.

298Familiarization phase

299The subjects sat in a dimly lit room, and the experimenter
300verbally described the first half of the experiment. Subjects
301were instructed that they would see a series of red and green
302shapes presented one at a time. To bias attention to a subset of
303the shapes, subjects were told to only attend to one of the
304shape sets and to ignore shapes of the other color. Addition-
305ally, they were instructed to perform a concurrent task on
306shapes from only the attended color set. This concurrent task
307varied across experiments.
308Subjects completed a practice session with 30 shapes. In
309this practice session and the familiarization phase that follow-
310ed it, shape sequences appeared at a stimulus onset asynchro-
311ny (SOA) of 1,000 ms, with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of
312200 ms. Thus, each shape appeared for 800 ms. Accuracy and
313RTs were recorded to confirm that subjects completed the
314cover task. The familiarization phase lasted approximately
31510 min.

316Implicit test phase

317Immediately after the presentation of all 624 shapes, instruc-
318tions for the test phase began. The same shape stimuli were
319presented in the test phase. To avoid the possibility of intrusive
320attentional-set effects, these shapes now all appeared in black
321rather than in their original colors. At the beginning of each
322trial, one of the shapes would appear in the center of the
323screen; subjects were instructed that this would serve as the
324trial’s target shape. After the subject pressed a key to start the
325trial, a 1,000-ms delay was followed by a sequence of shapes
326that appeared in quick succession. Each shape was presented
327at an SOA of 400-ms and a 200-ms ISI. Thus, each shape
328appeared for 200 ms. The subjects were instructed to detect
329the target shape in the ensuing test sequence via an immediate
330keypress. Each test trial consisted of 24 shapes, comprising
331two repetitions of each of the four triplets that were originally
332from the same color set as the target shape in the familiariza-
333tion phase. Therefore, each test target appeared twice in the
334test sequence. Each of the 24 shapes from the familiarization
335phase served as a test target four times, resulting in 96 total test
336trials presented in a random order. Detection accuracies and
337RTs were recorded on every trial, and the task was approxi-
338mately 17 min long.
339The dependent measure was the observer’s RT for detect-
340ing the target shape. Critically, this target shape could have
341originally been the first, second, or third shape in a triplet in
342the familiarization phase. We operationalized learning as
343speeded RTs for shapes that had appeared second or third in
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344 their respective triplets: Subjects who had learned the structure
345 of the input should have been able to use that information to
346 predict what was coming next, and thus to detect it faster. If
347 the attentional manipulation effectively gated VSL, then this
348 pattern of results should only have occurred for shapes that
349 were originally from the attended stream, not for those from
350 the unattended stream. However, if the manipulation did not
351 affect VSL, then observers should have been able to learn
352 triplets from both of the shape streams equally well.

353 Data analysis

354 Subjects were removed from the analysis if their mean per-
355 formance on the familiarization or test task (accuracy or
356 response latency) was over 2.5 standard deviations away from
357 the group’s mean. Test trials were split into attended and
358 unattended target groups, on the basis of each shape’s original
359 assignment from the familiarization phase. They were then
360 split further according to each test target’s original position
361 within its corresponding triplet in the familiarization phase.
362 Matching the analysis for Experiment 3 in Turk-Browne et al.
363 (2005), this yielded a 2 (color stream: attended vs. unattended)
364 ! 3 (intratriplet position: first, second, or third) design, with 32
365 RTs for each of the six cells. Within each cell, RTs were
366 trimmed by removing responses that fell three standard devi-
367 ations outside each subject’s own mean.
368

369 Experiment 1: Shape detection cover task

370 This experiment tested attentional modulation of VSL under
371 conditions in which the concurrent cover task did not require
372 processing the relationships among adjacent attended stimu-
373 li—in contrast to the studies reported by Turk-Browne et al.
374 (2005), in which the one-back cover task required comparing
375 each attended stimulus to the preceding one. We viewed the
376 detection of a simple target (a specific shape) that appeared in
377 both streams, rather than a relational target (a repetition), as
378 being a stronger test of the role of attention, as distinct from
379 relational processing, in VSL.

380 Method

381 Our cover task was a simple shape detection task. This design
382 largely replicated the structure of Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005)
383 Experiment 3, except for a few important changes. Instead of a
384 one-back task on the attended stream, the observer’s task was
385 to detect the appearance of one specific, sporadically inserted
386 shape, which was prespecified for the observer at the begin-
387 ning of the experiment. Attention was still manipulated by
388 color set; although the extra shape was inserted in both color
389 streams, observers were instructed to respond to it only when

390it appeared in their assigned color. This shape was not a
391member of any triplet and was equally likely to occur after
392shapes in any triplet position and in either the attended or the
393unattended stream.

394Subjects

395Thirteen undergraduate students and members of the Univer-
396sity of Pennsylvania community (eight female, five male; 18–
39730 of age) were tested after giving informed consent. Two
398subjects were replaced for low familiarization performance. In
399this and the subsequent experiments, all of the subjects were
400native English speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal
401vision and were either given course credit or paid at a rate of
402$10/h in exchange for participating.

403Stimuli

404In addition to the 12 shapes in each color set, a 13th shape was
405added to both color sets. This shape was identical for both sets
406but occurred in the set’s designated color.

407Familiarization sequences

408Stimuli were divided into the two color sets composed of 12
409shapes each and were grouped into four triplets, just as in
410Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 3. However, in 24
411random locations in each shape set, we inserted the 13th shape
412into the sequence (rather than repeating a shape as in the one-
413back cover task). This insertion was equally likely to occur
414after a triplet’s first, second, or third shape. A total of 624
415shapes were presented.

416Procedure

417Familiarization phase Prior to testing, subjects were shown
418the 13th shape in their assigned color set and instructed to
419detect the appearance of this shape. Although this 13th shape
420would sporadically appear in both colors, they were reminded
421only to press a key when it appeared in their assigned color.

422Implicit test phase The test phase exactly followed the proce-
423dure described in the General Method and Procedure section
424above. The (new) 13th shape did not appear as a test target.

425Results and discussion

426During the familiarization phase, detection accuracy for the
427prespecified shape in its assigned color was at ceiling, 99.7%
428(SD= 1.2%). At test, accuracy, which was calculated as
429hits/(hits+ misses), was 82% for the attended shapes and
43085% for the unattended shapes. Detection accuracy at test
431did not differ on the basis of stream (attended vs. unattended),
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432 F(1, 12)< 2.5, or intratriplet position (first vs. second vs.
433 third), F(2, 24)<1, nor did these factors interact, F(2, 24)<1.
434 For response latencies, we found a main effect of item
435 position at test, F(2, 24)= 24.0, p< .01, !p

2= .67, !2= .04,1

436 as well as a main effect of stream,F(1, 12)= 9.11, p= .01, !p
2=

437 .43, !2= .01, although—critically—we found no interaction
438 between these factors, F(2, 24)<1.5. These results do not
439 match the findings reported by Turk-Browne et al. (2005),
440 who found an interaction between stream and position, indi-
441 cating that observers only learned the attended shape se-
442 quences. Here, we saw learning for both streams.We observed
443 a main effect of position for the attended shape stream, F(2,
444 24)= 3.34, p= .05, !p

2= .22, !2= .02, and a main effect of
445 position for the unattended shape stream, F(2, 24)= 19.01 p<
446 .01, !p

2= .61, !2= .07.
447 Additionally, whereas Turk-Browne et al. (2005) observed
448 a main effect of attention driven by speeded responses to the
449 attended stream, our main effect of attention reflected faster
450 RTs for the unattended shape set. Planned follow-up compar-
451 isons indicated that the main effect between the two streams
452 was driven by significantly faster RTs for the third position in
453 the unattended stream (466 ms) than in the attended stream
454 (485 ms), t(12)= 2.95, p= .01, !p

2= .42, !2= .03. Planned
455 comparisons also indicated significantly faster RTs for the
456 third than for the first position in the attended stream, t(12)=
457 3.47, p= .005, !p

2= .50, !2= .03, as well as in the unattended
458 stream, t(12)= 5.92, p< .01, !p

2= .75, !2= .10 (Fig. 2).
459 These results suggest that observers learned the regularities
460 that structured the presentation of both attended and unattend-
461 ed shapes. This occurred despite the fact that we directed
462 subjects’ attention to only one stream, and that they had to
463 suppress responses to the target shape when it appeared in the
464 unattended stream. Interestingly, even though observers were
465 only looking for one specific shape in one specific color—
466 rather than the continuous process of updating and compari-
467 son necessitated by the one-back cover task—they still were
468 able to extract the structure in which the target shape was
469 embedded. However, the shape detection cover task may have
470 required substantially less working memory load than did the
471 repetition detection cover task, since there was no requirement
472 to update the contents of working memory with each new
473 item. Thus, it is possible that observers had an abundance of
474 attentional resources at their disposal in this experiment; this
475 would allow the excess attention to “spill over” to the to-be-
476 ignored shape set regularities in the other task (Lavie, 2010;
477 Lavie et al. 2004). In this case, referring to this shape set as
478 “unattended”would be a misnomer. However, this might have
479 been the case even under the task conditions in Turk-Browne

480et al.’s (2005) Experiment 3. We will return to this possibility
481in the General Discussion.
482

483Experiment 2: Reproducing an implicit signature of visual
484statistical learning

485The results from Experiment 1 indicated that, when observers
486are exposed to a cover task that requires selective attention but
487not relational processing for one stimulus stream, observers
488learn the structure of both attended and unattended streams.
489This result is at variance with the conclusion of Turk-Browne
490et al. (2005) that selective attention alone is sufficient to
491modulate VSL. Thus, in Experiment 2, we returned to the
492original design of Turk-Browne et al. (2005) in order to ensure
493that we could replicate their results. This experiment tested the
494automaticity of VSL by manipulating attention to shapes of
495only one color during the familiarization phase with the rep-
496etition detection task, and then sequentially testing for learn-
497ing of the shape regularities with an implicit RT measure.

498Method

499Subjects

500Twenty-six undergraduate students and members of the Uni-
501versity of Pennsylvania community (16 female, ten male; 18–
50230 of age) were tested after giving informed consent. Six
503subjects of the were replaced due to low performance on the
504familiarization task. Because this experiment is a direct

1 Calculations for generalized eta squared (!2) are described in Olejnik
and Algina (2003).
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Fig. 2 Implicit-test results from Experiment 1. Response times for de-
tecting a prespecified target in the implicit-test RSVP task for attended
(solid line) and unattended (dashed line) shapes, separated according to
the shapes’ original triplet positions from familiarization. Error bars
reflect within-subjects standard errors
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505 replication of Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 3, and
506 because direct replications require larger sample sizes than the
507 studies they seek to replicate in order to have adequate power,
508 we increased the sample size from the original study (n= 12).

509 Familiarization sequence

510 To allow for a repetition detection task during familiarization,
511 in both color sets either the first or the last shape in a triplet
512 was randomly repeated 24 times. Following the Turk-Browne
513 et al. (2005) design, we used 12 first-shape repetitions and 12
514 third-shape repetitions per color set. After interleaving the two
515 color sets, an average of 0.88 unattended shapes separated the
516 attended shapes from their respective repetitions (SD= 1.32).

517 Procedure

518 Familiarization phase Subjects were instructed to press a key
519 whenever they saw the same shape in their assigned color set
520 appear twice in a row. They were reminded that the consecu-
521 tive repetitions might be occasionally interrupted by interven-
522 ing shapes from the other color set, but to disregard these
523 interruptions and to respond as if the intervening shapes did
524 not appear.

525 Implicit test phase The test phase exactly followed the proce-
526 dure as described in the General Method section.

527 Results and discussion

528 During the familiarization phase, observers completed the
529 repetition detection cover task with 94% accuracy (SD=
530 6.3%). At test, accuracy was 83% for the attended shapes
531 and 85% for the unattended shapes. Test target detection
532 accuracy did not differ on the basis of stream (attended vs.
533 unattended), F(1, 25)<1, or intratriplet position (first vs. sec-
534 ond vs. third), F(2, 50)<1, nor did these factors interact, F(2,
535 50)<1.
536 Turning to the target detection latency data from the test
537 phase, we observed a main effect of intratriplet position
538 (first vs. second vs. third), F(2, 50)= 8.9, p= .0005, !p

2=
539 .26, !2= .02. However, no main effect of stream was
540 apparent, F(1, 25)<1, and these factors did not interact,
541 F(2, 50)<1. Had learning occurred more robustly in the
542 attended stream, we would have expected to replicate the
543 Stream ! Position interaction reported by Turk-Browne
544 et al. (2005). Additionally, we observed a main effect of
545 position for the attended shape stream, F(2, 50)= 6.77, p=
546 .002, !p

2= .21, !2= .03, and a marginal main effect of
547 position for the unattended shape stream, F(2, 50)= 2.95,
548 p= .06, !p

2= .11, !2= .01. Planned follow-up comparisons
549 also revealed statistical learning for both shape streams.
550 RTs were significantly faster for the third-position shapes

551than for the first-position shapes, and this pattern held for
552both the attended stream, t(25)= 3.34, p= .003, !p

2= .31,
553!2= .05, and the unattended stream, t(25)= 2.67, p= .03,
554!p

2= .17, !2= .02 (Fig. 3).
555Rather than exclusively learning the structure of the
556selected stimulus population, observers learned the pat-
557terns in the irrelevant stimuli as well. Thus, our results
558replicated the learning effect for the attended shape
559regularities reported in Experiment 3 of Turk-Browne
560et al. (2005), but not the lack of learning for the
561unattended shape regularities. Table 1 outlines the con-
562trasts between these results, the Turk-Browne et al.
563(2005) findings, and the results from the similar para-
564digm used by Campbell et al. (2012), which we will
565return to in our General Discussion.
566

567Experiment 3: Probabilistic transitions

568We observed learning of the statistical structures for
569both shape sets in Experiments 1 and 2, regardless of
570the experimental manipulation of attention. Given these
571robust learning effects, it is possible that our subjects’
572statistical learning had reached ceiling performance for
573both shape sets. Indeed, since the statistical regularities
574amongst the stimuli were perfectly deterministic in both
575shape streams, perhaps the patterns were relatively easy
576to learn. To mitigate ceiling performance and rule it out
577as a potential explanation for our lack of an attentional
578effect, we increased the difficulty of extracting the reg-
579ularities by making the statistical relationships more
580complex. Perhaps the regularities in the unattended
581shapes were more sensitive to the stability of the statis-
582tical structure. If this were the case, the unattended
583shapes would be less likely than the attended shapes
584to withstand increased stochasticity if the within-triplet
585transitional probabilities were decreased. To test this
586hypothesis, we again implemented Experiment 2 with
587a single modification to the familiarization phase. In this
588case, we retained the repetition detection cover task and
589modified the transitional probabilities between items in
590a triplet.
591If the regularities from the unattended stream, though
592learnable, were more vulnerable to decreased structural
593stability, then the RTs might not differ for these shapes
594across triplet positions. In contrast, attention focused on
595shapes from the attended stream might counteract the
596deleterious effects of the added irregularities. Thus, the
597regularities in the attended stream might be less affected
598by the extra noise in the sequence structure, and therefore
599more likely to elicit the predicted RT differences between
600triplet positions observed in Experiments 1 and 2.
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601 Method

602 Subjects

603 Twenty-five undergraduate students and members of the Uni-
604 versity of Pennsylvania community (16 female, nine male;
605 18–30 of age) were tested after giving informed consent. Nine

606of the subjects were replaced for low performance on the
607familiarization task.

608Stimuli

609Eighteen shapes were selected from the original 24 shapes.
610Nine were randomly assigned to the red shape set and another
611nine to the green shape set, resulting in three triplets per shape
612set. The reduced number of shapes allowed us to insert noise
613into the Experiment 3 sequence while matching the familiar-
614ization duration of Experiments 1 and 2.

615Familiarization sequences

616Each of the six triplets was repeated 32 times and randomly
617intermixed with other triplets in its color set. However, in six
618of each triplet’s 32 repetitions, one of the triplet shapes was
619replaced with a shape from another triplet from its same-color
620set. This switch occurred twice for the shape at each of the
621three intratriplet positions. To further decrease the intact struc-
622ture, we also added more shape repetitions, so that the first and
623third shapes each repeated four out of the 32 times. Thus, the
624probability that a given shape in a triplet would be preceded by
625its expected shape was .75, and the probability that the entire
626triplet would be intact was .625, or 5/8. ABAB and AA/BB
627intertriplet sequences were still excluded, and the first and
628third shapes of a given triplet were never simultaneously
629repeated. Each color set again consisted of 312 shapes in total,
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Fig. 3 A direct replication of Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 3:
Response times from the implicit RSVP test, separated according to
original triplet position. Error bars correspond to within-subjects standard
errors

t1:1Q8 Table 1 Implicit experimental paradigm: Comparison of results

t1:2 Experiment 2 Turk-Browne et al. (2005)
Experiment 3

Campbell et al. (2012)

t1:3 N Subjects 26 12 24

t1:4 Accuracy (%) Familiarization (SD) 94.1 (6) 80.9 (9.1) 97.1 (4.3)

t1:5 Attended test 83 96.6 95.8

t1:6 Unattended test 85 96.2 98.6

t1:7 Test (RT) Attention main effect F(1, 25)<1 F(1, 11)<1 F(1, 23)<1

t1:8 Position main effect F(2, 50)= 8.9, p= .0005, !p
2=

.26
F(2, 22)= 2.25, p= .13, !p

2= .17 F(2, 46)= 3.64, p< .05, !p
2=

.14

t1:9 Attention ! Position
interaction

F(2, 50)= 0.74, p= .48, !p
2=

.03
F(2, 22)= 3.49, p= .048, !p

2= .24 F(2, 46)= 5.81, p< .01, !p
2=

.20

t1:10 Attended test (RT) Position main effect F(2, 50)= 6.77, p= .002, !p
2=

.21
F(2, 22)= 5.71, p= .01, !p

2= .34 F(2, 46)= 7.99, p< .01, !p
2=

.26

t1:11 Position 1 vs. 2 t(25)= 2.067, p= .05, !p
2= .15 t(11)= 1.94, p= .039, !p

2= .25 t(23)= 1.74, p= .095

t1:12 Position 2 vs. 3 t(25)= 1.83, p= .08, !p
2= .12 t(11)= 1.97, p= .038, !p

2= .26 t(23)= 2.17, p= .05

t1:13 Position 1 vs. 3 t(25)= 3.34, p= .003, !p
2= .31 t(11)= 2.79, p= .009

t1:14 Unattended test
(RT)

Position main effect F(2, 50)= 2.96, p= .01, !p
2=

.11
F(2, 22)= 0.745, p= .49, !p

2= .06 F(2, 46)= 1.3, p= .28

t1:15 Position 1 vs. 2 t(25)= 1.56, p= .13, !p
2= .09 t(11)= 0.82, p= .21 t(23)= 1.88, p= .074

t1:16 Position 2 vs. 3 t(25)= 0.90, p= .38, !p
2= .03 t(11)= –1.14, p= .14

t1:17 Position 1 vs. 3 t(25)= 2.27, p= .03, !p
2= .17 t(11)= –0.22, p= .41 t(23)= 0.021, p= .84
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630 and attended shapes were separated from their repetitions by
631 an average of 0.96 intervening shapes from the unattended
632 stream (SD= 1.33).

633 Interleaving

634 The counterbalancing and formation of the interleaved se-
635 quence matched the design of Experiment 2.

636 Procedure

637 Familiarization phase Subjects performed the repetition de-
638 tection task on one set of the stimuli. Other than the changes to
639 the stimuli, the familiarization phase experimental procedure
640 exactly matched Experiment 2. This experiment also lasted 10
641 min; RTs and accuracy were logged.

642 Test phase For each color set, each of the nine shapes served
643 as a test target six times, for 108 total trials. Each test-trial
644 stream consisted of 18 shapes, with two repetitions of each of
645 the three triplets from the test target’s color stream, randomly
646 intermixed. Other than these adjustments to accommodate the
647 reduced number of triplets per color set, the test procedure
648 replicated the test phase from Experiment 2 and lasted ap-
649 proximately 15 min.

650 Results and discussion

651 Subjects satisfactorily completed both tasks with high accura-
652 cy, 94.7% (SD= .05Q3 ) for the familiarization task, and at test,
653 81.1% (SD= .07) and 80.0% (SD= .07) for the attended and
654 unattended triplets, respectively. Although we found no main
655 effect of condition (attended vs. unattended) on test accuracy,
656 F(1, 24)<1, or item position (first vs. second vs. third), F(2,
657 48)< 2.5, these factors did interact in target detection accuracy
658 at test, F(2, 28)= 3.44, p< .05, !p

2= .13, !2= .04 (Fig. 4).
659 Planned follow-up comparisons suggested that this effect was
660 driven by disproportionately erroneous responses in detecting
661 the first-position shapes in the unattended stream: Accuracy
662 was greater for the third position than for the first position only
663 in the unattended stream, t(24)= –2.34, p< .05, !p

2= .19, !2=
664 .10. Additionally, the accuracy for first-position shapes was
665 greater for attended than for unattended shapes, t(24)= 3.18, p
666 < .01, !p

2= .30, !2= .16.
667 Turning to the RT data during the test phase, we found a
668 main effect of item position in the response latencies, F(2,
669 48)= 11.2, p< .01, !p

2= .32, !2= .02, but no main effect of
670 stream, F(1, 24)<1, and no interaction between these factors,
671 F(2, 48)<1. A main effect of position was apparent for the
672 attended shape stream, F(2, 48)= 4.67, p= .01, !p

2= .16, !2=
673 .02, and for the unattended shape stream, F(2, 48)= 8.58, p=
674 .001, !p

2= .26, !2= .03. Planned follow-up comparisons
675 revealed that RTs were faster for the third than for the first

676position for both the attended, t(24)= 2.87, p< .01, !p
2= .26,

677!2= .02, and the unattended, t(24)= 4.14, p< .01, !p
2= .41,

678!2= .03, shape streams (Fig. 5).
679The pattern of results largely resembles what we found
680under our previous experimental conditions. In this case,
681decreasing the transitional probabilities between shapes de-
682creased VSL efficacy in neither the attended nor the unattend-
683ed shape stream. This result suggests that even when the
684statistical structure is less deterministic than in Experiments
6851 and 2, observers can still learn the triplet regularities, and
686this process was not modulated by our attentional
687manipulation. 688

689Experiment 4: Measuring learning with an explicit test

690Our results have consistently indicated that observers learned
691the regularities in the unattended triplets, as manifested by
692speeded RTs for the third triplet position in both shape
693streams. Although this must be partly due to our various
694familiarization tasks, it may also have been impacted by our
695assessment of learning during the test phase. The majority of
696past studies on VSL had measured learning via explicit famil-
697iarity judgments in a two-alternative forced choice task. We
698measured VSL efficacy using RTs. The latter methodmight be
699a more sensitive measure of learning, whereas familiarity
700judgments might not reflect the full extent of retained infor-
701mation. If the results from the explicit test indicate learning for
702attended but not for unattended regularities, then the evidence
703of learning for unattended regularities might be more sensitive
704to implicit performance measures.
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Fig. 4 Implicit-test results for Experiment 3: Accuracy (i.e., hit rate) for
detecting a prespecified shape during an RSVP task. Error bars corre-
spond to within-subjects standard errors
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705 Method

706 Subjects

707 Twenty-four undergraduate students and members of the Uni-
708 versity of Pennsylvania community (12 female, 12 male; 18–
709 30 of age) were tested after giving informed consent. Two of
710 the subjects were replaced due to low familiarization task
711 performance.

712 Procedure

713 Familarization phase Subjects performed the repetition de-
714 tection task on one set of the stimuli, identical to the familiar-
715 ization phase procedure in Experiment 2. The average number
716 of intervening items between the attended shapes and their
717 repetitions was 0.95 (SD= 1.47).

718 Explicit test phase The subjects viewed two triplet sequences
719 per trial. Each of these three-shape sequences was presented
720 with the same manner and timing as in the familiarization
721 phase, and sequences were temporally segmented by 1,000-
722 ms pauses. All shapes were presented in black, and one triplet
723 was the “true” triplet, whereas the other was the “foil” triplet.
724 The true triplet sequence was derived from either the red or the
725 green triplets from the familiarization stream. The foil se-
726 quence was constructed by taking three shapes from the same
727 color stream as the true triplet, although each of these three
728 shapes was derived from three different triplets: The first
729 shape was the first shape from one triplet, the second was
730 the second from another triplet, and the third was the third
731 from yet another triplet. Thus, the foil triplets preserved the

732positional information for the shapes, but not the transitional
733information. The presentation of true versus foil triplets, as
734well as whether the triplets originally came from the green or
735red color set, were counterbalanced across trials.

736After the presentation of the two triplets, subjects pressed a
737key to identify whether the true triplet was presented first or
738second, in an unspeeded manner. Specifically, they were
739instructed to identify which three-shape sequence seemed
740more familiar on the basis of the familiarization sequences
741(see Fig. 1b). Subjects did not receive feedback on their
742responses. Each of the eight true triplets was tested eight
743times, appearing twice with each of four foil triplets from the
744true triplet’s same original color set. These 64 trials were
745presented in a random order for each subject.

746Data analysis

747Here, the measure of statistical learning was subjects’ accura-
748cy in detecting true triplets apart from their foils. This dis-
749crimination accuracy was calculated separately for triplets that
750were originally from the attended versus the unattended color
751set.

752Results and discussion

753Subjects performed the familiarization task with 92.1% accu-
754racy (SD= .10). During the explicit task, subjects were signif-
755icantly above chance (50% accuracy) for detecting the true
756triplets over the foil triplets, for triplets from both the attended
757stream, with 61.5% accuracy, t(23)= 3.03, p= .006, !p

2= .29,
758!2= .17, and the unattended stream, with 55% accuracy,
759t(23)= 2.10, p= .05, !p

2= .16, !2= .16 (Fig. 6). Additionally,
760the difference between attended and unattended test perfor-
761mance was not significant, t(23)= 1.59, p= .13, !p

2= .10, !2=
762.06. In contrast, Turk-Browne et al. (2005) reported 77%
763accuracy for attended stimuli and 49% accuracy for unattend-
764ed stimuli; the latter result was indistinguishable from 50%
765chance. The differences in subject performance between Turk-
766Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 1B and this direct replica-
767tion are detailed in Table 2.
768The result of Experiment 4 extends the pattern of findings
769that we have accumulated throughout our study of VSL. Here,
770learning for the unattended regularities, in addition to the
771attended regularities, was observed even with explicit perfor-
772mance measures. We surmised above that learned information
773about the unattended stream might be inaccessible to aware-
774ness, which would explain why the implicit RTmeasure might
775show learning in the unattended stream, whereas explicit
776familiarity judgments might not. Our results are consistent
777with such a deficiency in the explicit test: The accuracy
778advantage in the attended relative to the unattended stream
779approached significance, at p= .13. However, explicit
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Fig. 5 Implicit-test results for Experiment 3: Response times for detect-
ing a prespecified shape during an RSVP task. Error bars correspond to
within-subjects standard errors
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780 familiarity judgments still reflected VSL for both stimulus
781 sets, regardless of the attentional manipulation (although sub-
782 jects did not learn either stream as well as the subjects in Turk-
783 Browne et al. 2005, learned the attended stream).
784

785 Simulation of VSL effects

786 The interpretation of the experiments and analyses described
787 above relied upon calculating a statistic over a small sample of
788 subjects and comparing it to a critical value. This is a standard
789 approach in psychology, but when using it to interpret a
790 “nonreplicationQ4 ,” caution is in order: As Gelman and Stern
791 (2006) put it, “The difference between ‘significant’ and ‘not
792 significant’ is not itself statistically significant.” Put another

793way, it is difficult to be sure that the observation by Turk-
794Browne et al. (2005) of a Condition ! Position interaction
795significant at p= .05 is different in somemeaningful way from
796our null results with higher p values. In particular, our data
797might contain weak evidence for an interaction that is impos-
798sible to discern within the individual samples.
799To address this issue, we pooled the data from the 64
800subjects who completed the implicit-test phase in Experiments
8011–3. We constructed three distributions of statistics from
8022,000 random samples of 12 subjects each—the same number
803reported in Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 3. We
804then compared the observed distribution to draws from the
805appropriate null distribution, allowing us to assess whether
806our aggregated data contained evidence for a Condition !
807Position interaction to which the individual studies were
808insensitive.
809For each of the 64 subjects in Experiments 1–3 reported
810above, we calculated six mean RTs (attended/unattended !
811Triplet Position 1, 2, or 3) as described above. For each
812sample, we selected 12 subjects and calculated three statistics
813on those subjects’ RTs: a t statistic for Positions 1 versus 3,
814separately for the attended and unattended triplets, and the F
815statistic for the Condition ! Position interaction. We drew
8162,000 such samples with replacement. For each of those
8172,000-item distributions, we calculated the likelihood of a
818significant result at p= .05, corresponding to t(11)= 1.80 or
819F(1, 11)= 3.49. Additionally, we used the Kolmogorov–
820Smirnov test to compare the simulated distribution to a
8212,000-item draw from the corresponding null distribution.
822We used the same test to compare the simulated t distributions
823to one another.
824Our simulatedF distribution yielded a Condition ! Position
825interaction 62 times out of 2,000, a probability of .03. Thus, if
826anything, our observations show less of a tendency toward
827that interaction than one would expect by chance. Figure 7a
828plots our simulated F distribution (histogram), overlaid by the
829probability density function for the F distribution (line) Q5, scaled
830to 2,000 samples. The two distributions look highly similar;
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Fig. 6 A direct replication of Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005)
Experiment 1B: Accuracy for discriminating true triplets from foil se-
quences in a two-interval forced choice familiarity judgment. The black
line indicates chance performance. Discrimination accuracy is above
chance for true triplets from both attended and unattended stimulus sets

t2:1 Table 2 Explicit VSL experimental paradigm: Comparison of results

t2:2 Experiment 4 Turk-Browne et al. (2005) Experiment 1B

t2:3 N Subjects 24 8

t2:4 Familiarization sequence repetitions equally split after 1st and 3rd positions only after 3rd triplet position

t2:5 Familiarization accuracy (SD) 92.1 (10.2) 88.5 (6.2)

t2:6 Test accuracy: Attended 62% 77%

t2:7 Attended accuracy vs. chance (50%) t(23)= 3.03 p= .006, !p
2= .29 t(7)= 5.85, p= .001, !p

2= .83

t2:8 Test accuracy: Unattended 54% 49%

t2:9 Unattended accuracy vs. chance (50%) t(23)= 2.10 p= .047, !p
2= .16 t(7)<1

t2:10 Accuracy:

t2:11 Attended vs. unattended t(23)= 1.59, p= .13, !p
2= .10 t(7)= 4.06, p= .005, !p

2= .70

t2:12 Attended accuracy – Unattended accuracy 7% 29%
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831 notably, our simulated F statistics are more likely to assume
832 low values, and less likely to assume high ones, than the null
833 distribution. The difference between the distributions is small,
834 but highly significant by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (D= .14,
835 p< 2.2! 10–16; see Fig. 8a).2

836 By contrast, our simulated t distributions, quantifying the
837 basic learning effect in each condition, are substantially dif-
838 ferent from the null distribution. In both the attended and
839 unattended conditions, we were highly likely to observe a
840 significant t statistic in the predicted direction (RTs for Posi-
841 tion 1> Position 3); the probabilities were .71 for the attended
842 condition and .81 for the unattended condition. Figure 7Q6 plots
843 the probability density functions of the t distributions (lines)
844 overlaid on simulated t statistics for the attended (Fig. 7b) and
845 unattended (Fig. 7c) conditions. The differences between both
846 distributions and the null t distribution are highly significant
847 by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (Ds= .78 and .82 for the
848 attended and unattended conditions, respectively; p< 2.2!
849 10–16; see Fig. 8b, c). Note that, although all three differences
850 are significant, the D statistic for the simulated F distribution
851 is very different from those of the simulated t distributions.
852 The simulated t distributions are also significantly different
853 from one another (D= .16, p< 2.2! 10–16), though the D
854 statistic is much smaller than those for the differences between
855 the simulated t distributions and the null t distribution.

856 General discussion

857 Across several experiments and 88 total subjects, we consis-
858 tently found that our subjects learned transitional probabilities
859 in temporally presented visual stimuli from both attended and
860 unattended stimuli. This was true when we changed the cover
861 task from repetition detection to detection of a target shape
862 that could appear in either stream; when we reduced the
863 within-triplet transitional probabilities; and when we assessed
864 learning with an explicit familiarity judgment rather than the
865 implicit RSVP measure. Pooling our subjects and simulating
866 thousands of experiments showed that not even a weak effect
867 of attention was present in our data.
868 Is attention, then, irrelevant to VSL? We are reluctant to
869 make that conclusion; a great body of work has convincingly
870 demonstrated the influences of attention on associative learn-
871 ing (Kruschke, 2005; Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall,
872 1980), category learning (Love et al. 2004; Maddox et al.
873 2002; Rehder & Hoffman, 2005), reinforcement learning

874(Daw & Touretzky, 2001; Dayan et al. 2000; Roelfsema &
875van Ooyen, 2005), and word learning (Smith et al. 2010).
876Although the present findings do not suggest that attention is
877completely unnecessary for VSL, our results indicate that
878VSL can also operate on task-irrelevant aspects of the input.
879Below, we consider the limiting conditions on the relevance of
880attention to statistical learning.

881Attention and statistical learning

882Several studies have examined the impact of attention on
883statistical learning in both visual and auditory domains. Unlike
884the present work and that of Turk-Browne et al. (2005), the
885majority of this research has manipulated attention via simulta-
886neous presentations of the stimulus regularities and the
887competing stimuli. For instance, in the visual domain, results
888from two separate studies suggest that attention is necessary for
889learning spatial relations among stimuli. In one such study,
890Jiang and Chun (2001) manipulated attention by presenting
891some of the distractors in a color that the subject was instructed
892to ignore; they reported that spatial VSL (i.e., learning repeated
893configurations in visual search displays) occurs only in the
894presence of attention. Additionally, Baker, Olson, and
895Behrmann (2004) observed that attention modulates the effect
896of perceptual grouping on spatial VSL. Subjects were instructed
897either to attend to both locations of two shapes on a screen or to
898just one of the two locations. Subjects could learn whether the
899shapes co-occurred when they attended to both locations or
900when the shapes were connected by a line; however, they could
901not learn the co-occurrence if they attended to only one location
902and the shapes were not connected. Both studies only revealed
903spatial VSL for attended stimuli or locations when the atten-
904tional demand was high—namely, when competitors and to-be-
905attended regularities were displayed at the same time.
906The influence of attention on statistical learning is not
907restricted to spatial VSL; attentional effects have been found
908for auditory SL as well. In a study by Saffran et al. (1997),
909when subjects’ attention was diverted away from the statistical
910regularities amidst a distractor task, learning efficacy suffered.
911In this experiment, adults and 6- and 7-year-old children
912performed a picture-drawing task while recordings of auditory
913statistical regularities played in the background. Both child
914and adult subjects extracted the regularities, but their learning
915was relatively weak, with adults judging “word” sequences as
916more familiar than “nonwords” 58.6% of the time and chil-
917dren doing so 59.2% of the time, after 21 min of exposure.3

2 2.2 ! 10–16 is the smallest number that can be represented in the R
program. The D statistic is the maximum difference between the empir-
ical distribution functions (EDFs) of the observations, where EDF(x) is
the proportion of elements less than or equal to x (and thus, a nonde-
creasing function mapping x to [0,1]). Thus,D= .14means that there is an
observation for which the difference between the EDFs is 14% of the
number of observations.

3 In contrast, Gebhart, Aslin, and Newport (2009) reported 80% accuracy
for a 5-min exposure to a more complexly structured language, and
various nonlinguistic statistical learning tasks have yielded 70%–95%
accuracy for exposures no longer than 22 min (Creel et al. 2004; Fiser &
Aslin, 2002a). However, in these studies, subjects were instructed to
attentively watch or listen to the stimulus presentation, and there were
no competing stimuli or additional tasks.
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918 Learning improved when Saffran et al. (1997) doubled the
919 exposure to 42 min; performance on the unattended auditory
920 stream increased to 73.1% in adults and 68.3% in children.
921 Work by Toro, Sinnett, and Soto-Faraco (2005) reiterates
922 the role of attention in auditory SL. When subjects listened
923 passively to a speech stream identical to that used by Saffran
924 et al. (1996), they discriminated statistically defined “words”
925 from nonwords at a rate of about 70%; however, when they
926 had to perform a one-back task on a concurrently presented
927 stream of familiar nonlinguistic noises (Exp.1) or line draw-
928 ings (Exp.2), or detect a pitch change in the speech stream

929(Exp.3), performance declined, sometimes to chance levels.
930Notably, though, the required attentional redistribution was
931always concurrent to the task—that is, subjects were directed
932to attend to noises, pictures, or pitch rather than the simulta-
933neously presented unfamiliar syllabic information. This is not
934the case for our VSL task, in which attended and unattended
935stimuli are interleaved rather than concurrent, and both
936stimulus sets are equally unfamiliar.
937Additionally, Pacton and Perruchet (2008) reported a series
938of experiments showing that attention modulates processing
939of adjacent and nonadjacent dependencies when these cross-
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Fig. 7 Simulation results. Probability density functions of the t distribu-
tion are shown by the curves. (a)Histogram representing simulated F
distribution for 2,000 samples. The curve reflects the probability density
function for the F distribution. Note that the simulated and null F

distributions look very similar. (b)Histogram of simulated t statistics for
the attended stimuli. (c)Histogram of stimulated t statistics for the unat-
tended stimuli
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940 stimulus relations are task-relevant. In general, subjects are
941 less apt to learn nonadjacent than adjacent dependencies;
942 Pacton and Perruchet showed that instructing subjects to do
943 a task involving nonadjacent stimuli (subtracting the digits on
944 either side of a target digit) led them to learn nonadjacent
945 dependencies more readily than a task involving only adjacent
946 stimuli (subtracting the two digits following a target digit).
947 The reverse was also true: Subjects who processed only non-
948 adjacent digits did not notice relationships between adjacent
949 digits. The implications of this work for ours are not clear,
950 since our subjects were instructed to process stimuli that were
951 adjacent within the attended stream—which were sometimes
952 genuinely adjacent, but sometimes separated by varying num-
953 bers of elements from the unattended stream.
954 These experiments share a feature: Regardless of whether
955 the statistical relationships to be learned were spatial or tem-
956 poral, attention was always manipulated with concurrently
957 presented distractors. This is in contrast to our work and that
958 of Turk-Browne et al. (2005), in which an isolated stimulus is
959 attended or ignored. Emberson, Conway, and Christiansen

960(2011) likewise exposed subjects to interleaved presentations
961of visual (i.e., shape) and auditory (i.e., syllable) regularities,
962with stimuli in one modality to be attended and those in the
963other to be ignored. In Experiment 2, they found that perfor-
964mance of a concurrent one-back task on the auditory stimuli
965successfully suppressed learning of the statistical relationship
966between the visual stimuli, suggesting that selective attention
967to a sensory modality can modulate statistical learning.
968Finally, Campbell, Zimerman, Healey, Lee, and Hasher
969(2012) provided the closest replication of Turk-Browne et al.
970(2005) that we know of, and the only other example of
971isolated, interleaved presentations of to-be-attended and to-
972be-ignored stimulus regularities of exclusively visual stimuli.
973As in Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Experiment 3, these authors
974reported a Condition ! Position interaction in young adult
975subjects directed to perform the same cover task on line
976drawing stimuli presented in red or green. They found no such
977interaction in older adults, who were slower overall but show
978speeded RTs for later serial positions in both attended and
979unattended streams. Campbell et al. (2012) inferred that older

Fig. 8 Kolmogorov–Smirnov D statistics from the simulation results.
The vertical lines represent the maximum separation between the empir-
ical distribution functions, which gives rise to the D statistic in each case.
(a)Proportion of samples for each D statistic for the F distribution. Note

that the vertical line indicating maximum separation is barely visible
because the null and simulated distributions are very close. (b)D statistics
for the t statistics for the attended stimuli. (c)D statistics for the t statistics
for the unattended stimuli
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980 adults are less able to filter out irrelevant information. Their
981 task differed from that reported by Turk-Browne et al. (2005)
982 only in the use of line drawings of familiar objects for stimuli.
983 Excepting Campbell et al. (2012) and Emberson et al.
984 (2011), a common theme in this literature has been the rele-
985 vance of selective attention when the to-be-attended and to-
986 be-ignored stimuli are simultaneously presented. Saffran et al.
987 (1997) had subjects draw while listening; Toro et al. (2005)
988 had subjects perform secondary tasks while listening; Pacton
989 and Perruchet (2008) had subjects focus on adjacent or non-
990 adjacent dependencies while the other type of dependency
991 was also present. The attentional manipulation shared by the
992 present work and that reported by Turk-Browne et al. (2005) is
993 atypical, in that subjects were presumed to be suppressing
994 attention to a single stimulus, without a contemporaneous
995 competitor for attentional resources. However, the decision
996 to ignore a stimulus must be made on the basis of an attribute
997 of that very stimulus, necessitating a certain amount of pro-
998 cessing.4 In light of this fact, the failure of this particular
999 attentional manipulation to modulate learning is perhaps not
1000 surprising. Although subjects had no particular incentive to
1001 process the unattended stream, the very presence of statistical
1002 information could attract attention (Q7 Chun & Jiang 1998; Zhao
1003 et al. 2013), potentially by reshaping object representations in
1004 the hippocampus (Schapiro et al. 2012); thus, especially in the
1005 absence of a competitor for attentional resources, we might
1006 expect the structure present in the unattended stream to be
1007 attended and learned.
1008 Additional research could more strongly test the influence
1009 of selective attention and the role of single versus joint stim-
1010 ulus presentations by further modifying the familiarization
1011 phase. For instance, the issue of isolated versus simultaneous
1012 events could be addressed by presenting both attended and
1013 unattended shape sequences on the screen together. However,
1014 a shared spatial configuration potentially creates visual pro-
1015 cessing asymmetries between unattended and attended stimu-
1016 li, such that it would be unclear whether an absence of learning

1017for unattended regularities would be due to a lack of attention
1018or a lack of visual processing or acuity (see p.554 in Turk-
1019Browne et al. 2005, for a further discussion of this issue).
1020Instead, the role of attention during isolated presentations
1021could be tested by enhancing the salience of the attended
1022stimuli or by decreasing the perceptual similarity between
1023the attended and unattended stimulus sets.
1024Moreover, attention may be more likely to modulate VSL
1025in an environment where stimuli are more complex and am-
1026biguous than the stimuli used in our experiments. In all of our
1027familiarization procedures, only two stimulus populations
1028were competing, and they were clearly discernible and easily
1029discriminable for the observer, in the absence of any other
1030competing or irrelevant stimuli. Given that only two stimulus
1031populations were present in the task, perhaps the capacity to
1032encode the regularities was not taxed enough to narrow focus
1033to only the task-relevant regularities. Although we instructed
1034subjects to ignore the task-irrelevant stimuli, we cannot con-
1035firm that we successfully manipulated attention. Future stud-
1036ies should examine VSL and selective attention effects in
1037environments that contain multiple regularities amongst
1038detail-rich stimuli that more closely resemble our everyday,
1039real-life learning environments.

1040Stimulus effects on temporal statistical learning

1041We have already reviewed work demonstrating the generality
1042of statistical learning—spatial and temporal relationships
1043among diverse types of visual and auditory stimuli are
1044learnable. However, this does not mean that the nature of the
1045stimulus has no influence on statistical learning. Conway and
1046Christiansen (2005) showed that temporal relationships in
1047auditory input were learned more efficiently than those
1048governing visual and tactile stimuli. Conway and
1049Christiansen (2006) demonstrated that statistical learning is
1050not modality-independent; two artificial grammars can be
1051learned simultaneously, without mutual interference, unless
1052the items in the grammars are in the same dimension in the
1053same stimulus modality (e.g., both sets of items are shapes or
1054nonsense syllables, rather than shapes and colors, or syllables
1055and tones). And Emberson et al. (2011) showed that presen-
1056tation rate modulates the efficacy of learning in a stimulus-
1057dependent fashion; the relationships among auditory nonsense
1058syllables were learned more effectively than the relationships
1059among shapes at a 375-ms SOA and a 175-ms ISI, but the
1060advantage reversed when the stimulus duration and ISI were
1061doubled. The advantage for slow SOAs in VSL was corrob-
1062orated by Turk-Browne et al. (2005), Experiments 1A and 1B,
1063in which increasing the SOA from 400 to 1,000 ms improved
1064learning on the attended stream from 59% to 77%.
1065These results may bear on the replication of Turk-Browne
1066et al. (2005) reported by Campbell et al. (2012). As mentioned
1067above, Campbell et al. ran an experiment identical to that of

4 The same is true of Experiment 3 of Toro et al. (2005), in which subjects
had to make a decision about the pitches of the presented syllables, where
the syllables contained the statistical regularities. Thus, there is evidence
that selective attention to one feature of an object (pitch) can interfere with
processing another feature of that same object (syllable identity; but see
Conway & Christiansen, 2006). However, Toro and colleagues never
required subjects to make a decision based on syllable identity, the
stimulus feature that contains the regularities. In contrast, in our work
and the work of Turk-Browne et al. (2005), attention was focused on the
relevant, statistical stimulus property: Subjects had to make a decision
based on shape identity in the attended stream, and the shape identities
were also what reflected the statistical structure. Thus, attention was
focused on shape identity, and attention to this stimulus property might
“spill over” to the task-irrelevant stimuli. If task set can influence the
distribution of attention, as was suggested by the results of Pacton and
Perruchet (2008), that could account for the differences between the
paradigms. However, these explanations are speculative; targeted exper-
iments would be required to confirm them.
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1068 Turk-Browne et al. (2005), except that they used line drawings
1069 of objects that were nameable (in particular, they used the
1070 stimuli from Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980, which are com-
1071 monly used in studies of picture naming). Subjects might have
1072 used the names of the objects to determine whether to respond
1073 in the one-back cover task. We would not venture to guess
1074 whether names generated from visual information are more
1075 like visual or auditory stimuli in terms of the most effective
1076 presentation rate for learning; however, if they are more like
1077 auditory stimuli, presenting them at a rate most effective for
1078 visual stimuli should make for a harder learning task, in which
1079 the effects of a relatively weak attentional manipulation might
1080 be amplified.
1081 The results of Emberson et al. (2011) also complicate our
1082 suggestion that competition between stimuli is necessary to
1083 suppress statistical learning via inattention. Intuitively, one
1084 might imagine that selective attention to color might more
1085 easily suppress the processing of auditory information than
1086 that of visual information in the same location (i.e., shape).
1087 However, Conway and Christiansen (2006) found that inter-
1088 leaved presentation of an auditory and a visual artificial gram-
1089 mar resulted in learning no worse than that of a single gram-
1090 mar in either modality. In fact, the only case in which they did
1091 observe interference was the one that we employed—namely,
1092 the case in which both grammars were in the same dimension
1093 of the same stimulus modality (e.g., both shapes, both pure
1094 tones). However, in their experiments, no stimulus modality
1095 was ignored or emphasized over another. Meanwhile, Turatto,
1096 Galfan, Bridgeman, and Umiltà (2004) reported that task-
1097 irrelevant information interfered more with a speeded discrim-
1098 ination task in a different sensory modality than with one in
1099 the same sensory modality. Thus, we remain uncertain about
1100 the comparative efficacy of within- versus cross-modal sup-
1101 pression by selective attention and acknowledge that
1102 Emberson et al. (2011) might represent a case in which sub-
1103 jects selectively attended to one set of isolated events while
1104 ignoring another, interleaved set.

1105 Pairs and triplets

1106 Turk-Browne et al. (2005) and Campbell et al. (2012) reported
1107 a feature of the unattended RTs that we observed as well:
1108 Second-position RTs are faster than first-position RTs. The
1109 difference between attended and unattended streams turns on
1110 the third-position items in both cases. This matter raises a
1111 broader question: In the attended condition, why should the
1112 third-position RTs be faster than the second-position RTs? The
1113 third-position items are predicted no better by the second-
1114 position items than the second-position items are by the
1115 first-position items. The consistent observation that the third-
1116 position RTs for attended items are the fastest suggests that the
1117 transitional information is not fully learned, and that the
1118 acceleration for third-position targets is influenced by partial

1119information from first- and second-position items. However,
1120other explanations are possible; perhaps the rapidity of the
1121RSVP protocol prevents learned information from being fully
1122leveraged for second-position items, or perhaps the context of
1123a recent high-probability transition (first to second position)
1124increases learning for a subsequent transition (second to third
1125position).
1126Recent work from Barakat, Seitz, and Shams (2013) pre-
1127sents an additional explanation for the processing advantage
1128of more predictable items. In their task, subjects were exposed
1129to a temporal VSL paradigm similar to ours, but stimuli were
1130grouped into pairs instead of triplets. After passively viewing
1131the sequences, subjects performed a shape detection RSVP
1132task, in which second-position items were preceded either by
1133their first-position items (match condition) or by another ran-
1134dom shape (mismatch condition). Although second-position
1135items were detected faster than first-position items, this RT
1136advantage was evident for both the match and mismatch
1137conditions. The authors speculated that the speeded response
1138for second-position items might be due to differential item
1139learning, rather than to priming by their respective first-
1140position items. Their interpretations could also apply to the
1141speeded RTs that we observed for stimulus shapes from the
1142third triplet position. Specifically, there might be greater sen-
1143sitivity to later than to initial items as a result of statistical
1144learning. More predictable items might be more salient be-
1145cause they receive more attentional resources and, hence,
1146enhanced encoding of their internal representations, or be-
1147cause they co-occur with an implicit sense of familiarity.

1148Cohort effects

1149Although our work and the work of Turk-Browne et al. (2005)
1150were closely matched in experimental stimuli and procedure,
1151they unavoidably differed in subject population. The two
1152different subject populations may have approached the exper-
1153iment with systematically different experimental strategies or
1154abilities. The 7 years separating data collection between the
1155two studies have seen increased use of and access to technol-
1156ogy, particularly visual displays on computer screens present-
1157ed in rapid succession. Our modern-day college-age subject
1158sample may have been better equipped to simultaneously
1159attend to multiple information streams, and more susceptible
1160to interfering information, than their 2005 counterparts.
1161Additionally, the learning differences between the two
1162subject groups might reflect differences in overall working
1163memory capacity, such that the cognitive loads of the repeti-
1164tion detection task might have differed between the two
1165groups. For instance, our subjects had high task performance
1166during familiarization (94% and 92% for Exps. 2 and 4,
1167respectively), relative to Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) subjects
1168on the same tasks (81% and 89% for Exps. 3 and 1B, respec-
1169tively). The decreased performance observed by Turk-Browne
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1170 et al. (2005) might indicate that their subjects had less avail-
1171 able attentional resources during the repetition detection task.
1172 In contrast, if our subjects’ high familiarization performance
1173 reflects a relatively less taxing cognitive load, excess attention
1174 might have “spilled over,” allowing subjects to attend to
1175 regularities in the “unattended” stream as well.

1176 Methodological differences

1177 Our main experimental procedure differed from Turk-Browne
1178 et al.’s (2005) report in minimal but concrete ways. For
1179 instance, we used the same shape triplets for all subjects,
1180 whereas Turk-Browne et al. (2005) randomly generated the
1181 triplets for each subject. The latter choice was in effort to
1182 avoid the highly unlikely possibility that some triplets might
1183 be easier to learn than others by virtue of the randomly
1184 assigned shape configurations. Additionally, Turk-Browne
1185 et al. (Turk-Browne et al. 2005) restricted the presentation of
1186 new shapes such that the number of items remaining in each
1187 color could not differ by more than six. We used a criterion
1188 that we thought was identical but that was in fact, on reflec-
1189 tion, slightly different: We restricted runs of a single color to a
1190 length of six. This permitted us to have longer runs skewing
1191 toward one color; for example, starting with the same number
1192 of shapes in each color, we could present six red, one green,
1193 and six red items, whereas Turk-Browne et al. (2005) could
1194 not (since the result would be ten fewer red than green shapes
1195 remaining). If anything, though, this variation should have
1196 caused us to have more, rather than fewer, long runs of single
1197 colors. However, if our randomization for some reason select-
1198 ed for shorter runs of the unattended color between repetitions
1199 in the attended color, we agree that it might have contributed
1200 to the higher familiarization accuracy in our study than in the
1201 Turk-Browne et al. (2005) study.
1202 The practice phase also differed from Turk-Browne et al.’s
1203 (2005) Experiment 3. Before beginning the experiment, our
1204 subjects were exposed to a stream of 30 shapes that randomly
1205 alternated between green and red shapes, with occasional
1206 immediate or sporadic shape repetitions. These were the same
1207 shapes used in the experiment proper but were not presented
1208 in their triplet configurations. In contrast, Turk-Browne et al.
1209 (2005) did not report that their subjects received a practice
1210 phase.
1211 In light of the close correspondence between our work and
1212 the work of Turk-Browne et al. (2005), it is difficult to account
1213 for the divergence among our results. We have offered a
1214 number of reasons that the documented influence of attention
1215 in other work might not be relevant in the context of the
1216 present paradigm. However, since our Experiments 2 and 4
1217 were direct replications of Turk-Browne et al.’s (2005) Exper-
1218 iments 3 and 1B, it is difficult to explain the basic contradic-
1219 tion between their observed effects of attentional modulation
1220 versus the VSL that we observed regardless of attention.

1221Although we were unable to fully replicate the findings of
1222Turk-Browne et al. (2005), our results underline the impor-
1223tance of attempting to do so. In fact, we were able to success-
1224fully replicate some central aspects of the original study, such
1225as the evidence of learning on the implicit RT measure devel-
1226oped by Turk-Browne et al. (2005). We report the results
1227above with confidence that they reflect what we observed in
1228several direct replications of the work of Turk-Browne et al.
1229(2005), but with all due caution as to whether they capture the
1230true size of the effect any more faithfully than the initial work.
1231Even the most robust empirical effects will not always be large
1232enough to license rejection of the null hypothesis; random
1233sampling is expected to yield at least some nonsignificant
1234results when experiments are carried out correctly and fully
1235reported (Francis, 2012). Conversely, even a true effect of size
1236zero might be distributed such that some samples would reject
1237the null hypothesis. We suspect that our much larger sample
1238provides the better estimate of the true effect of attention in
1239this VSL paradigm, but only more replications will supply a
1240decisive verdict.
1241The present research does not conclusively determine the
1242role of selective attention in VSL. Nevertheless, these results
1243demonstrate that various modifications to the stimulus presen-
1244tation can limit the relevance of selective attention. In fact, in
1245the absence of competing stimuli, VSL can robustly operate
1246over stimuli that subjects have been directed to ignore.
1247
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